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SEPTEMBER 16, 1991

LONGWOOD COLLEGE

FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

Seniors Capped At Convocation
Dancy
Delievered
Powerful
Message

By SHERRY CATEWOOD
Feature* Editor
The moment these seniors
had been anticipating for three
years had finally arrived. It
marked the official beginning of
their final year at Longwood and
Included the Senior Capping
ceremony: Convocation.
For this event, each senior
chooses a little brother or sister
to make them a tassel which
represents their life at Longwood. Often Included on the
tassels
are photos of
embarrassing moments and
reminders
of
other
"accomplishments."
This year's guest speaker,
John Dancy. Is the Chief Diplomatic Correspondent for NBC
News. He often travels with Secretary of State. James Baker,
and has received four Emmys for
Journalistic excellence.
Dancy's speech, "I Am Only
One. But Still 1 Am One."
emphasized that each person
can make a difference In the
world.

In America, "we have a life of
wealth and ease." he remarks,
which we should share with
those who are less fortunate
than us. In comparison to the
poverty, disease, and hunge;
that many other nations suiter
from, ours is a fantasy world: "I
know these things are true. I
have seen them." he said.
Dancy praised the ending of
the cold war and the steps toward freedom that many
countries have taken. He
specifically remarked upon the
1989 Czechoslovakian fight for
freedom in Prague where citizens
were armed with "candles, flags,
and courage."
As the "old order changes, a
new world emerges." and Dancy
demanded that this year's seniors look past the greed and
avarice that characterized the
1980s. He recommends getting
Involved In a public service organization, such as the Peace
Corps.
Dancy concluded with an Impassioned call to action. "I challenge you to live, seize the day ...
in the end. die of having lived,
nobody can ask for anything
more."
Martha High, the Rector of
the Board of Visitors advised the
senior class; "don't ever rest on
your accomplishments." She believes that students are In college to lay the groundwork for a
career, but more Importantly to
"be able to think clear, logically,
and well" In the years ahead."
On a more academic note. Dr.
Dorrlll commented on the gifts
that Longwood's professors give
to the student body: "an exceptional grasp" of knowledge in
their respective fields, and the
"gift of Imparting what they
know and love at Longwood."

Planned For
Lancaster
By DINA II. DAWSON
News Staff

\

Senior* arc headed In the right direction.
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John Dos Passos
Prize To Be Awarded
By BETTY BRYANT
To The Rotunda

LARRY WOIWODE. author of THE NEUMILLER STORIES
four other novels.

Renovations

Larry Wolwode. author of five
novels all Included In Best
Books of the Year' by The New
York Times, will receive Long
wood College's 11th John Dos
Passos Prize for Literature.
Wolwode, who lives on a
sheep and quarter horse ranch
In western North Dakota, will
come to Longwood on Friday,
Sept. 20. to receive the prize and
to read from his work. The ceremonies begin at 8 p.m. in
Wygal Auditorium and are open
to the public.
In addition to his critically
acclaimed novels. Wolwode Is
the author of a book of poetry
and more than 40 short stories
published In this country and
abroad. His next novel. Indian
AJJalrs, will be published In the
spring of 1992.

The John Dos Passos prize,
established at Longwood In
1980, commemorates one of the
greatest of 20th century American authors. Dos Passos lived in
Virginia from 1949 until his
death in 1970.
The prize, including a cash
award and a medal. Is given to
writers who have a substantial
body of significant publication
and whose work demonstrates
one or more of the following
characteristics — an intense and
original exploration of speclfl
cally American themes, an ex
perimental quality, and a wide
range of literary forms.
Jurors who selected Wolwode
to receive the John Dos Passos
Prize are Dr. Cralg Challender.
associate professor of English at
Longwood and chair of the prize
conmlttee; Dr. Peter Makuck,
professor of English and creative
writing at East Carolina University and editor of Tar River
Poetry; and Paule Marshall, a
novelist who teaches at Virginia
Commonwealth University and
recipient of the 1989 Dos Passos

Prm.
Wolwode's first novel. What
I'm going To Do, I Think, was
published in 1969 when the au
thor was 28 years old. It deals
with a newlywed couple and
their confrontation' with life.

nature, and each other In an
Isolated cabin on the northern
shore of Lake Michigan.
The book won a William
Faulkner Award as the best first
novel of the year and a notable
book award from the American
Library Association. It was
translated Into eight languages
and has been dramatized on na
tlonal television in Czechoslovakia.
Three subsequent novels —
Beyond the Bedroom Wall. Born
Brothers, and The NeumlUer
Stories — chronicle the history of
the NeumlUer family, from the
German patriarch's arrival in
North Dakota In 1881 through
generations, migrations, and
diverse careers to the present
time.
The first of these NeumlUer
novels has an unusual family
album structure. Wolwode created letters, diary entries, work
records, and descriptions of
family photos and Incorporated
them Into a literary scrapbook
much of It based on memories of
his own childhood and family
connections In a predominantly
German community In North
Dakota where five generations of
his family have lived.
Poppa John, a shorter novel
published In 1981. Is set In New
York City. It deals with an actor.
(continued on pg. 6)

Lancaster, one of Longwood's
oldest buildings, certainly has
great things In store for Itself In
the future. The building, completed In 1938 and renovated In
1961. recently became a target
for attention last March after Its
contents were transferred to the
newly constructed library. According to Brenda Atkins, assls
tant to the vice president of
Business Affairs, the future ren
ovation of Lancaster Is neces
sary. as momentarily the build
Ing can not be "used for any
thing" because of its room layout
and structure. Currently there
are approximately one billion
dollars of renovations and new
projects needing completion at
all Institutions of higher education across the state of Virginia.
The one billion dollars needed to
complete such renovations and
projects has been divided Into
three allotments of three
hundred million dollars each,
with Longwood's renovation of
Lancaster being funded by the
first allotment. Ms. Atkins feels
that the planned renovation of
Lancaster Is a realistic posslbll
lly. partially because Longwood
has had no capital funding for
projects for the past four years.
The Longwood College Board of
Visitors approved the master
plan for the renovation of Lan
caster In Jury and the next step
involves approval by the General
Assembly. If the General Assem
bly approves the renovation
plans. It will then be up to the
voters of the Commonwealth of
Virginia to make the final deel
slon by ballot voting In Novem
ber of 1992. If Lancaster's
planned, renovations make It
past the voters the renovations,
which will cost approximately
two million dollars, would start
In 1993 and require 18 months
to complete the Job. Ms. Atkins
feels the hardest part for the
renovaton of Lancastr Is not
making It past the General As
sembly but surviving the voters
at the polls.
Assuming all goes well regarding the approval of the Lan
caster renovation, which Is In
eluded In a Ceneral Obligation
Bond Package for Higher Educa
tion. the building Itself will face
many new changes. On the
ground level students will find a
potpourri of offices whose main
goals center around the
students themselves. For
example, the Vice President of
Student Affairs, the Dean of
Students. Housing. Financial
Aid. Career Planning and
Placement. Counseling Services,
and Student Development. In
addition, a new entrance will be
added to the ground level al
lowing admission to the building
from the mall area. The next two
floors of Lancaster "ould be
given to the
Jucatlon
(continued on pg. 71
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Editorial
it i.
last Rotunda, and while Ihi
pei may look the
lutlon
rhe staff this
is working lo i lean up the
paper and '" make Ihe papei the
best thai it can possibly be ["his
all sounds very good now. bul
have al
ready been taken towards Im
ipei In several ai
First, there was a (our hour
Journalism seminar held for the
Rotunda stall on August 23. 'Mils
is a step above last year s paper,
In that the people who worked
On Ihe paper, for the mosl part,
had no training. Second, since
the seminar, there have been
weekly staff meetings every
Wednesday nlghl while las) year
there were maybe two or three
meetings during the entire year.
Third, and perhaps I his only a
triviality, bul all articles sub
mltted to the paper must be

typewritten. There are envelopes
on the front of the Rotunda office
door lot all oi ihe different I
of articles submitted, i e lea
i, news, sports, etc. bast
year, many articles were handwritten on notebook paper and
shoved under Ihe office door.
Fourth, Ms. Anile Oliver. A
tant Professor of Art. has given
her students the assignment of
designing a new banner for the
Rotunda. Filth, all Rotunda
staffers have been assigned a

ent "beat." or area of the
school which they are to cover
v fbl ih'- papei Sixth. Mr.
William C Woods, Assistant
sor of Journalism. Is adg the paper this year. In
Ion lo the help he has provided there, his Journalism 210
i ome a part of the
stall. Finally, the Rotunda Is
grateful to Ms. Brcnda Atkins.
lant to the Vice President
for Business and legislative Af
fairs and Special Assistant to the
President for Legislative Rela
lions, for her continued help on
ih-- business side of the paper.
Each of these factors is a
step, however small, towards a
better paper. The Rotunda staff
is working towards tightening up
the papi r 11-aning it up in every
aspect. Perhaps these changes
will not be evident at first, but In
the weeks to come they will becnine more evident.
Another of the paper's goals
this year Is to achieve greater
communication with the school
community. Please feel free to
call us at 2120 or to write to us
at Box 1133 with your comments. We can only do so much
by ourselves: we need your input.
Thai will do it for now. We've
got a paper to put to bed. Good
luck this year and welcome back
to lx>ngwood.
Christopher S. Jones
Editor

Real Diversity

Letters To The Editor
Editor, The Rotunda,
In response to last semester s
letters specifying the need for a
gay and lesbian support group,
we have established UNITY.
II N ITY
is
the
gay/lesbian/blsexual alliance
for the Longwood and HampdenSydney college communities
It Is UNITY'S purpose to
heighten public awareness to life
Issues and concerns of gays,
lesbians, and blsexuals; to
promote understanding among
ih< heterosexuals with whom we
share our lives; and to educate
both campuses regarding the
prejudices that are the result of
homophobic behavior.
Through these efforts it Is
hoped that the campuses will
provide a safe and supportive

environment In which we can
meet the challenges for our
growth.
For more information about
UNITY, please call 395 2552.
Confidentiality is respected.
Sincerely.
UNITY

lives and their community.
We are off to a great start;
especially with our new officers!
They are: Dana Council, president; Jennifer McDonald, vice
president; Jennifer Buckley,
secretary; Stephanie Harbourt,
treasurer.
If you are Interested in
knowing more about R.E.A.C.H..
you are welcome to come to our
Open House/Interest meeting on
Tuesday. September 17 at 7
p.m. in Conference Room II. We
are looking forward to new
members and new Ideas! See
you there!
Dana Council
President. REACH.

Editor, The Rotunda!
Welcome back everyone! Are
you looking for an opportunity to
get involved and make a real
difference?
Here's
how!
REACH. (Responsible Efforts
Achieving Community Help) is a
Community service organization
at I-ongwood that dedicates time
towards helping fellow students
and town residents better their

The Political Corner
with Keith Johnson
Have yon ever heard of Suble
Bay? Mayl>e you have heard of it
and Its friend Clark Air Force

Base If you haven't then let me
shed some- light oil the sllh|c c I
for you Looted In the Philip
pines there Is a deep water port
thai Is well sheltered and has
Ihe enonnOUS lask ol helping to
maintain Ihe- 180 vessel U.S.
I'.i. lllr Heel II Is also home to
many U.S. personnel and has
been maintained DM many years
by skilled. vei\ poorly paid Fll
IplnOS I lie bases have nol !
a popular Subject wilh many
Filipinos simply because- many
ol them have lelt thai the pies
ence ol the*
si had a
live Impact on iheli political
sovereignty. Currently the U.S.
plans lo abandon (lark All
Base and Is hoping to re
new Us Suble Hav Naval BtSM

Agreement

CM

anothei decade

wllh $'20.t million In annual aid
Tills proposal has not been met

with enthusiasm by the 23member Senate which voted
only a few short days ago in a
•Ion 12 11 in opposition, lime Is running out for
both Ihe- U.S. and Ihe Filipinos
sine <■ ihe lease for both of these
lac ihties will expire September
III. 1001. Both Secretary of Defense Die k Cheney and Piesidcnt
Mush have made it clear that
there Will be no other compromises and II the Filipinos still
refuse ihe U.S. will leave. The
big political question now is
What will the U.S. do if the Filipinos refuse, and are the bases

military bases could be
upgraded to compensate for the
absence of Clark and Subir.
Those bases include: Guam.
Singapore. Okinawa and Hawaii
thus maintaining a constant
presence In the Pacific. It also
has been argued that in the
future, relations with the
Philippines may be Increased
due to the lack of these two
areas
of
controversy.
Communists guerrillas have
offered the government of the
Philippines a cease-fire In their
22 year old Insurrection If the
base agreement Is rejected.
really necessar) now that the Whatever does happen it Is a
i Union Is no longer condistinct possibility that the
sidered a major threat. Many deletion of these two bases may
people I have discussed Ihe subhelp calm some of the political
|ect with led thai the actions of turmoil that has taken place In
ihe- Filipinos are a good sign and the Philippines throughout the
thai a new era ol peace and recent past. Only time will tell...
tranqulllt) are coming. Many feel
we WOUld not need these'
lac littles tint e several other U.S.
Keith Johnson Is a senior political science major at Long
wood.

ROTUNDA
Box 1133
Longwood (OH
I
iiville. V,i 2 19011

By DAVID BERNSTEIN
Diversity" is the new shlb
boleth of the self-appointed
campus race monitors. They
demand "diversity'' of almost
every kind — race, gender,
sexual orientation, even physical
ability. What these folks won't
countenance, however. Is diverse
opinions.
As a black college student at
the University of Maryland I
ed this truth the hard way
As a black conservative. I was
ostracized by the very people
who claimed to value difference
because I was. well, different.
They didn't mind that I was
black, of course, but College
Park's politically correct student
leadership seemed to prefer ide
ological lockstep within their
diverse" student body.
Fortunately. I was never subjected to the kind of overt intol
erance that many black consei
vatlves endure, but there was
always a palpable disdain for me
and my views among other minority students. One black
sophomore, for example, explained to me that "white people
are puttln' those Ideas in your
head. Another of my peers
wrote In the student newspaper
that black conservatives must be
neutralized" (whatever that
means). Still another person
once complained, "you Just don't
understand." It came as no sur
prise, then and when Hie presl
dent of Maryland's Black Stu
dent Union refused to work with
me and the other black College
Republican when we wanted to
bring conservative black speak
ers to campus.
Like many black college students. I found the student
leadership's attempts to Insulate
me from diverse opinions con
descending and antithetical to
the Idea of a university education. Black collegians should
learn to appreciate the rich her
Itage of intellectual debate and
dissent that has defined the
black American experience. Men
like WEB. Du Bols. Frederick
Douglass. Booker T. Wash
ington. Malcom X. and Martin
Luther King. Jr., did not share a
single set of Ideas. Each came lo
this own conclusions through
study and honest reflection. If
any of us hope to understand
the "black thing' referred to by
those popular T-shirts, we must

THE STAFF:
Executive Editor
Bradley L. Owen
Editor
Christopher Jones
Features Editor
Sherry Gatewood

Asst. Features Editor
Ann Renee Helm
Sports Editor
Charlie Full/

Photography Editor
Judl Welter

Layout Design
David Shoemaker
Business Manager
Anita Owens
Faculty i
William C. Woods

try a little study and reflection of
our own.
In 1905. WEB. Du Bols
scolded a young black girl when
he explained that, "there are. In
the U.S. today, tens of
thousands of colored girls who
would be happy beyond measure
to have the chance of educating
themselves
that
you're
neglecting." He further warned
het that, ignorance Is a cure for
nothing
very time a colored
person neglects an opportunity.
It makes II more difficult for
others of the race to gel such an
opportunity. Do you want to cul
off the chances of the boys and
girls of tomorrow?"
The campus diversity mon
gers should ponder Du Bols'
words. Each time we refuse lo
consider diverse opinions, we
are "neglecting an opportunity'
lo learn. Each time a minority
student
leader demands
solidarity" from his peers he
makes it more difficult for others
of the race to get such an opportunity. And Ignoring or ex
tinguishing western culture" In
the curriculum is truly a cure
for nothing.
Perhaps more important, this
desire for intellectual unanimity
and separation threatens lo undermine more than 25 years of
civil rights gains. Black Americans are closer than ever to be
ing treated by white society
simply as Individuals, but now
many minorities themselves
assert that race Is the defining
characteristic of every person.
How quickly we forget that
this was the very altitude that
made slavery possible, that has
kept apartheid alive in South

Africa, and that delivered Jews
In to the Holocaust. I, for one.
would rather the average Amerl
can did not believe (hat all
blacks act a particular way be
cause they are black!
Similarly. 1 would rather not
toss aside many of the great
works of science, philosophy,
and literature Just because their
authors were white. Black colle
glans can understand and
appreciate James Madison.
John Milton, and Charles Dar
win — Just to mention a few examples — as well as any white
student. To suggest otherwise Is
racism In Its prisline form.
My college experience has not
left me as discouraged as It
might have because I believe
there has been a quiet reawakening of Independence among
most young minorities. During
the past year I have met several
other young college graduates
who agree that we need more
genuine diversity-diversity of
thought. Together we have
begun a magazine, appropriately
entitled Diversity, which will explore issues of race and culture
free from pressures to conform
to the new. self-Imposed stereotype. I hope this modest effort
will spark other young minorities to break free from the orthodoxy as well.
David Bernstein Is the editor
oj Diversity magazine. Sub
scrlptlons to Diversity are
available free oj charge to all
college students, professors, and
administrators by calling (800)
2252862.
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The Spirit?
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THE NAVY NUCLEAR TEAM
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Gel youi start in nut lew powet
where nucleau powei nu| started. In the
U.S. Navj I he Navy operates more
than hall <>l all the nut leai reat tors in
the United States, Being on the Navj
Nucleai I eam puts you in an elite
group li you qualify, you can stan in
theNav) Nucleai Propulsion Officet
Candidate Program and earn up t<>
$30,(MM) before you graduate. I he Navj
will p.i\ you as mm h as$l ,300a month
plus bonuses, and you'll nevei have to
attend .1 drill 01 even pui .1 uniform on
until aftei graduation.

In qualify you must meet these

requirements:
• Have completed sophomore yeai.
majoring in chemistry, science
or math.
• I l.i\ <• a minimum 3.0 (iPA.
• Have 1 ompleted .1 mathemath 1
sequent c tluou^h integral < ah ulus
• Have completed one yeai ol
c alt ulus-based physit 1
• Meel the Navj 1 physit .il standards.
• lie no more than 26
years old
at the tune ol (ommissioning .

CAMPUS
TRIAL PAK

FILLED WITH VALUABLE PRODUCTS" AND OFFERS FROM:

Afla". American Collegiate, American Express", AT&T, Cinnamon
Mini Buns' Cereal, Corn Nuts", Exclamation Cologne, Dentyne",
Edge Newsweek, Nutngram" Cereal Bar. O'd Spice" Cologne,
Pantene" Hair Care Products, Sea Breeze' Skin Care Products.
Speed Stick', Tylenol* Woohte'and more1
ONE PER STUDENT

• lie a United States < itizen

H>R MORI l\K)R\i\iio\( ALL

•NOT EVERY PROOUCT
AVAILABLE IN ALL PACKS

AVAILABLE AT:

LONGWOOD BOOKSTORE
Thursday. September 19th

Lt. Tom Tshontikidis at 1-800-533-1657

(while quantities lasU

*
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/

i
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FEATURES
Get Dressed

By TAMMI TITCOMB
In todays society of high
fashion and vogue, l-ongwood
Students have proven that they
MI be stylish, yet casual
and < oiulort.ible.
Unisex clothing has made Its
mark on campus as evidenced
by the many students seen
wearing Umbras, boxers, and
( iii off Jeans. Also popular
among both sexes are sweats,
Rastafarl belts, rugbles and
printed T-shirts. The ever
popular wrinkled, rumpled look
Mil a I-ongwood favorite.
Usually seen on those students
rushing to an 8:30 a.m. class.
(These are usually the same
students who follow the
philosophy of No stink + No
gross stain = Wearable.)
I he 70s look Is reappearing
In the fashion Industry, and
LongWOOd students are Joining
In with the rest of the world in
m srlng the styles popular dur
tag that time. Long flowing skirts
art donned by girls and tie dyes
(a 60s flashback) are usually
worn with them. Blrkenstock
s.inil.ils. or "Jesus shoes", are a
must to achieve the full 70's
look However, bell bottoms have
yet to be spotted on campus.
From oversized shirts to form
lilting tops. Longwood female!
have shown their preference for
versatile clothing. Rayon, silk

and spandex clothes seem to
rate extremely high with the
girls on campus. Diversity Is the
key. and college girls have
shown that they all look good,
whether In their short skirls,
sorority Jumpers, Limited shirts
or faded blue Jeans.
Ask any girl, bangle bracelets
and dangle earrings are defl
nltely hot! Accessories are an
Important part to any outfit, and
though gold Is still the top
< holce, silver has been seen
sparkling more and more on
campus.
Excuse me. are those Bugle
Boy Jeans you're wearing? Jeans
are still every Longwood guys
preference and according to one.
Bugle Boys are the Jeans to
wear! It Is not uncommon to see
college boys In loose, oversized
shirts, loud ties. Dockers and
loafers. Baseball caps seem to
top off any outfit. One Longwood
male student said anything
casual Is a hit with the guys,
especially If it Is a bright color.
Also popular on campus are
Bass Bucks. Duckhead shorts
and Floho sandals.
Longwood students come
from all parts of Virginia and
throughout the country bringing
with them unique differences in
style, thus making our school
community a melting pot of
fashion.

Library Dedicated
By JENNIFER WYATT
Staff Reporter
Hi lore a standing ovation.
Martha H. LeSturgeon. former
dlRI i"i of the Library, was pre
tented with Dingwood College's
Dial distinguished Service Award
by Martha High of the Board of
Visitors as Rebecca Lalne gave
her roses representing each
member of the library staff. Mrs.
LeSturgeon had been a member
of the library staff since 1948
just after she graduated from
l-ongwood College. She has given
numerous amounts of services
and contributions to the college
ever since her first entrance
here.
On Thursday. September 5.
Dr. William F. Dorrlll. president
of Longwood College, welcomed
everyone to the Library Dedlca
tion Service after thanking the
Koxbury Chamber Players for
their prelude to the ceremony.
He .idd-il to his opening of the
dedication by giving facts as to
why books and the library are
Important to us. Two of these
facts were that books are the
gates to pleasure challenging us
to use our minds, and The 11
brary Is a place where the world
enters from the outside to learn."
An Invocation by Reverend Paul

MOVIES

New Releases

F. Spraggs from Mercy Seat
Baptist Church followed the
welcoming of guests.
Martha High presented the
new Longwood Library saying.
The new library resembles educational growth in Virginia. It
represents Longwood's need and
confidence for the future." The
library has three times more
reader space, two times more
study space than the Lancaster
Library had. and six miles of
shelving Ms. High said. The new
library shrinks the world around
us. but it expands Longwood's
horizons."
Rebecca Lalne. acting director
of the library who has been a
member since 1970, spoke In
perspective of the library staff.
She gave a summary of the history of the Lancaster Library and
the reasons why a new library
had to be built. She brought up
the fact that, in the beginning,
Lancaster was large, full of
furniture, and had many casual
areas. As the need for new books
and library materials Increased,
the furniture was removed and
the space in the library
decreased. She apologized for
the Inconveniences the old
library created. There were no
facilities for bibliographical In-
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Sorority Rush
Explained

CHILD'S PLAY 3
The doll with the soul of a mass murderer is back in action, this
time at a military school where his initial young victim. Andy (Justin
Whalm) is a student. Some special effects are impressive But the
film has traded its original dark humor for a mean-spirited tone.
By JOE HARPER
Here, the VICIOUS toy dispatches victims with an explosion,
News Staff
strangulation and crushing. Brad Dourif supplies the doll's voice.
One
week
ago today, sixtyPerrey Reeves and Jeremy Sylvers co-star. (R) FAIR HORROR
right
young
ladles'
dreams came
DIR-Jack Bender LEAD-Justm Whalm RT-90 mins (Profanity)

true. That was the number of
women who accepted bids from
sororities within 24 hours of
having received them, according
to Steven Dealph. Greek Affairs
Advisor for Longwood. Dealph
added that for the 145 ladies
expressing interest In rush, only
97 bids were available. He hopes
that these ladies "will stay Interested in the spring, when more
women can go through."
Rush for sororities tills fall
was the least structured of any
MY MOTHER'S CASTLE
fall rush to date. Dealph cites
More enchanted moments from the French countryside in this
several reasons for the disapcontinuation of Marcel Pagnols remembrances begun with "My
pearance of Walk In the fall.
Father's Glory." The young son's wise and loving mother (Nathalie First, in the fall, each sorority
Roussel) now takes center stage. And the boy meets an
has a ceiling of 55 members,
overbearing young love interest (Jons Molinas). Director Yves
leaving gaps between the number of bids that Individual sororRobert keeps the stream of events flowing at full throttle Julien
ities can give, while during
Ciamaca again plays the pre-teen lad with remarkable skill In
French English titles. (PG) GOOD AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL DRAMA Spring Rush, a quota Is set. the

MY FATHER'S GLORY
Charming childhood memoir based on the autobiographical
recollections of French author Marcel Pagnol. Director Yves Robert
deftly captures the turn-of-the-century atmosphere of the French
countryside Although the chain of events is not exciting, the film
brings out the warm emotions of the close family headed by a
stalwart schoolteacher father (Philippe Cauberei. Julien Ciamaca is
fine as the young son. The story is continued in the companion
film "My Mother's Castle." In French. English titles. (G) GOOD
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL DRAMA DIR-Yves Robert LEAD-Philippe
Caubere RT-110 mins

DIR-Yves Robert LEAD-Nathalie Roussel RT-98 mins
THE POPE MUST DIE
Holy satire! This breezy send-up of the Catholic church hits the
bull's eye. Rotund comic Robbie Coltrane plays a naive, guitarstrumming priest who is elected pontiff because of a clerical error.
When installed in the Vatican, this overwhelmed pope uncovers
mob corruption, shakes up the Vatican bank's money changers
and produces laughter galore with his audacious behavior. Special
blessings on Alex Rocco and Herbert Lorn for fine supporting
roles A controversial yet thought-provoking farce. (R) GOOD
COMEDY DIR-Peter Richardson LEAD-Robbie Coltrane RT-87
mins. (Profanity, brief nudity)

struction or spaces available for
the staff and users of the library.
Materials were displaced, and
the library was too far away
from the high rises. "The new ll
brary makes the Identity of the
college stand out in its setting.
Dr. Eleanor Bobbitt. the
chairman of the College Council
said. The new library is more
than a building, but a place
where the pulse of learning
beats around campus." She also
proclaimed that the library
belongs In the center of the
campus because it Is the center
of learning. It's the key to the
door of the future, and It's
Important for us to see the
academic excellence that comes
out of our experiences in
research and reading.
Shannon Gardner, president
of the Student Government As
sociation. thanked everyone for
their contributions to the new
library and confirmed on how
much it was being used by the
faculty and staff.
The mayor of Farmville. J.
David Crute. commented on the
accomplishments of Longwood
College since 1839. One of Its
main accomplishments was the
building of the Lancaster Library
In 1939. He humored everyone

CANDID CAMPUS

in the audience with the fact
that the clock on the library was
used by parents to make sure
their children were home by
curfew. He was very proud to
say that. "The new library
welcomes us to the 20th
century.
Dr. Dorrill gave special
recognition to many people for
their contributions and support
to the college. Among these peo
pie were Dr. Greenwood. Dr
Healy. Senator Howard P. An
derson. Delegate Abbitt. former
Delegate Frank Slater and
Hunter Andrews. He also
thanked the Prince Edward
County Board of Supervisors,
the Farmville Town Council, and
the Board of Visitors.
The dedication was closed
with a benediction by Reverend
W. Allen Breckenridge. the Epis
copal campus minister. A recep
tion followed the ceremony In
the library atrium.
All contributions will be
placed In the Library Endow
ment Fund. The money received
In the fund will go toward repair
and replacement of current
holdings, acquisitions, archival
operations, and general operat
ing support.

same for each sorority, which
streamlines rush tremendously.
Secondly, an unstructured Fall
Rush adds emphasis to Spring
Rush because more women will
be eligible, for two reasons: Second semester freshmen, the
women who did not receive bids
this semester, due to sororities
reaching their ceiling, become
eligible. In the spring, membership can exceed fifty-five. Third.
Walk will be replaced by a
"Pledge Presentation Banquet"
during which pledges of sorori
ties and fraternities alike will
present their new members to
the Creek Community.
The Pledge Presentation Ban
quet will be held on Tuesday.
October 8. 1991. The Order of
Omega tapping ceremony will be
held on the same night. Applies
tlons are available from Chapter
Presidents and the Greek Affairs
Office.

Chamber Series
Reopens
By JENNY TOLLEY
The 1991-92 Chamber Music
Series will feature the Roxbury
Chamber Players In sue concerts,
scheduled from September to
April. These programs will be
presented In Wygal Recital Hall
on selected Tuesday evenings.
The concerts will begin at 8 p.m.
and are open to the public, free
"I charge.
The first concert was held on
September 3. 1991. It featured a
Mozart flute quartet and a
Smetana string quartet ("From
My Life"). The concert also high
lighted two works commissioned
by the Roxbury Chamber Players
from Virginia composer. Judith
Shatln.
The next concert is scheduled
for September 24. David Nlethamer. artistic director of the
Roxbury Chamber Players and a
prominent clarinetist for the
Richmond Symphony and Slnfonia. will be spotlighted In this
program. George Manahan. pianist and musical director/conductor of the Richmond

Symphony and Slnfonla. will be
a special guest. This program
Will Include works by Brahms.
Debussy. Leonard Bersteln. and
Joan Tower.
Members of the Roxbury
Chamber Players are: David Nlethamer. clarinet; Patricia Wer
rell. flute; Helen Coulson. violin;
Bruno Nasta. violin: Maura
Eileen Riffe. viola; and William
Comlta. cello. The ensemble
formed In 1982 and receives
funding from both the Nation.il
Endowment for the Arts and the
Virginia Commission for the
Arts.
The ensemble's repertoire In
eludes both masterpieces from
the past and works by living
American composers. They have '
commissioned and performed 10
new works and several of the
composers have assisted the
Players In preparing the new
works for performance. For more
Information about the Chamber
Music Series, please call 3952499 or 395-2503.

ZTA Chooses New Advisors
By JEN DOOLEY
To The Rotunda
The sisters of the Zeta Tau
chapter of Alpha Sigma Tau are
proud to announce their new
advisor team. Nlkl Fallls and
Jayne Fanshaw.
Miss Fallls Is an alumna Alpha Tau from Longwood and Is
currently the director of the Career Planning and Placement
Center. Ms. Fanshaw. who Is the

executive secretary of Continu
Ing Studies, will be Initiated into
the sorority this semester after
completing a pledge period.
The sisterhood Is very excited
about renewing ties with a dls
tlngulshed alumna as well as
welcoming an Important new
member Into our family. We look
forward to a successful arid
eventful year.

By USA EDMONDS
Staff Reporter

(Question: In light of the absence of automated sprinkler systems in most of the residence halls, and the fire in Curry las
spring, how safe do you feel in your dorm? What do you think the school should do about this situation?

1 led sale I think we need
spi Inkier systems In protect oui
tilings In CMC Of .( flic, but I
think more emphasis should be
put on having ihe drills lie taken

more seriously snd trying to
eliminate random prank drUki
Joanne Beat
I'sv./Spec. Ed. klajoi
Junior

"1 do not feel completely safe
In Curry 1000. Yes. Longwood
Should get sprinkler systems.
because it would give the sin
dents more time to get out of the
buildings safely during a fire.
Unfortunately, there are no fire

ladders thai go t<> the loth Door

"1 feel very safe. I only live on
second floor (Cox) so I would go
out the side window to first floor
platform. I do not think sprinkler systems In the third floor or
fourth door dorms, but definitely
in Curry and Frazer."
Ramona C. Blller

Physical Education Major

nl the hlgli Uses."

Chris Stuart
M.uketing& Management Majm
Junior

Seiii.n

"I do not feel safe. The school
should consider putting fire ex
tingulsher in the dorm rooms,
instead of sprinklers, or at least
.Hiding more fire extinguishers
on the hall
Jennifer Kujat
Elementary Education Major
Junior

"I feel safe In the dorm, however I feel that they need to
in.ike modification to the current
fire alarm system. Yes. we
should have sprinkler systems
because of the length of time it
takes for the Farmville Fire De
part ment to respond (referring to
the Curry fire last year) and because of the large amount of
money It will cost the college and
indents if a building Is de
strayed
Andy Hughes
MISM.lJoI
Senior

"I feel pretty safe because in
only one floor up and If I had to I
could Jump. I really think thai
they should Install sprlnklei
system in all of the buildings oi
campus."
John Nanc<
History Majoi
Sophomort
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FEATURES

Lancer

Longwood College Student Union
Board Presents...

To
Rock
Dy LAURIE MYERS
Features Staff
On September 19. The Con
nells will be appearing In Lancer
Gym at 8 p.m.
The Connells are based out of
Raleigh. North Carolina. Al
though their musir Is unique.
The Connells have been classi
fled by record stores and radio
stations as progressive rock.
The Connells consist of five
members Including Mike Connell. David Connell. Doug
MacMillan. Peele Wlmberly. and
George Huntley. The band began
playing in 1984.
Described as "one of the
souths favorite bands." The
Connells have released four al
bums In the last six years. Their
first album. Darker Days, was
released in the United Kingdom
and then later in the U.S.
Since Darker Days. The Connells have released Boylan
Heights, Fun & Games, and most
recently. One Simple Word.
The Connells have been touring sporadically since the release
of One Simple Word In the fall of
1990. On this tour, the band
has covered most of the east
coast, the midwest, and parts of
Canada.
On July 4 of this year. The
Connells kicked off the opening
of the Walnut Creek Amphlthe
ater In their hometown of
Raleigh. They played to a sold
out crowd.
Aside from attracting a college
following. The Connells have
received praise from Rolling
Stone magazine, as well as
Musician. The band's third
album. Fun & Games, remained
on Billboard's top LP chart for
three months.
As a Connells fan. I first became familiar with the band after Boylan Heights was released.
I was dazzled by all aspects of
the band Including Its music,
lyrics, and choice of Instruments
and/or synthesizers.
After Boylan Heights, The
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Connells released Fun & Games
which did very well. On this al
bum there were several upbeat
songs such as "Sal" and
Saturday Ntte (USA]"; however. I
will not soon forget the haunting
yet peaceful sound of "Lay Me
Down." The entire album is
worth listening to If you haven't
already.
The Connells' latest album.
One Simple Word, has also been
successful. In my opinion, this
album Is as equally enjoyable as
the previous three. I was espe
dally Impressed and moved by
the ballad "Waiting My Turn."
Other personal favorites from
this album Include "Set The
Stage'' and "The Joke.
The Connells have been busy
touring, but they are working on
new material. If you are unfa
millar with The Connells. this
concern will be a great Introduc
tlon.
Opening for The Connells on
September 19 Is the up and
coming band Hearsay. This
band consists of five members.
Including female lead singer
Jeny Nicholson.
Based In Washington. DC.
Hearsay has been playing for
two years. Hearsay won the
1990 Washington Area Music
Association new band award.

With Special Guests "HEARSAY'

IN CONCERT

With the money won from
their award. Hearsay recorded
their first album Trlggerjmli.
This album Is already playing
college radio and also WHFS In
Washington. D.C. Tnggerfish has
a fresh progressive sound and
Nicholson's
voice
Is
straightforward and appealing.
Hearsay can be seen frequently at The Bayou, a popular
D.C. nightspot.
Tickets for The Connells can
be purchased in the Student
Union office In Lankford. Tickets
are five dollars for students and
staff and seven dollars for
others. This concert Is presented
to you by the Longwood Student
Union Board.

********************************

MISS USA GETS $200,000 ON CBS-TV

1992 MISS VIRGINIA USA
NO PERFORMING TALENT
You can win fame and fortune as Virginia s representative in the nationally televised 1992 Miss
USA Pageant on CBS-TV. The search for Miss
Virginia 1* on. State finals will be Nov. 9-10 at
Norfolk's Marriott Hotel. If you are single, between the ages of IB and UNDER 27 as of Feb. 1,
1992, you may qualify. For FREE entry information, send name, address, age & phone to: Miss
Virginia USA. P.O. Box 905. Silver Spring, MD.
20910: Or Call TOLL FREE: 1-800-BEAUTYS.
Entries Limited. Deadline Soon.
«***♦**#********#*♦*»##♦*»*♦»*»»
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Thursday, September 19,1991 At 8 P.M
IN THE LANCER GYM ON LONGWOOD CAMPUS
TICKETS: $5.00 LONGWOOD STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF
$7.00 GENERAL ADMISSION

CALL 395-2103 FOR MORE INFORMATION

Campus Calendar
Tuesday
September 17
Lecture: "Education in
Latin America and
Economic Development"
by Jose Carleton Corrales.
7:30pm Wygal Auditorium
3-on-3 BB official's
application due before
meeting.

Wednesday
September 18
Lecture: "The Globalization
of Business and Industry"
by E.B. Steffey
10:30am Jarman Auditorium
Film: "Devi-TheGoddess"
9:00pm Gold Room
3-on-3 W/M EB due before
meeting
Birthday Dinner, Blackwell
Dining Hall

Information on events should
be submitted to the Student
Union Office in Lankford by
the Wednesday preceding the
appropriate lung of the
paper

Thursday
September 19

Friday
September 20

Saturday
September 21

Sunda\
September 22

It's Time to Get Going.
Graduate School Preparation
1:00 pm Seminar Room.
CPPC

Movie: Mortal Thoughts
9:00 pm Gold Room

Weekend Outdoor Coed VB
n-4)

OKTOBERFESTiajust
Movie: Mortal Thuughto
n you M0pm Cold Room
pint?

Concert: The Connells
with special guest HttTMJ
8:00 pm Lancet OytB
Tickets: S5/LC Mud
faculty/stall
S7/general public
Weekend Outdoor Coed VB
(4-on-4) EB due bclore
meeting

Awarding of John DM
Passos Prize & Reading by
Larry Wolwodc, 7:30 p m ,
Wygal

Monday
September 23

NEWS
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CLASSIFIED

Get Involved In
Student

Association
By ELLEN DARDEN
New* Staff
The (SEA) Student Education
Association Is currently prepar
big lor the new school year with
the help of their sponsor, Dr.
Carolyn Cooper. Dues for SEA
.ire $26 for the year and Include:
.Journals from the (VEA)
Virginia Education Association.
Publications from the (NEA)
National
Education
Association, and many other
benefits for students once they
become teachers. Last year
I.ong(|(x>d's (SEA) chapter had
145 members and they are
hoping for more this year. There
are (SEA) chapters on every
campus In Virginia that have an
education department. Long
wcxxl College Is proud to be one
of the larger memberships of
Die (SKA). When a student Joins
the Student
Education
Association, they are also a
member of the National
Education Association. The
majority of the members In
Longwood's (SEA) chapter are
elementary education members,
but they are trying to recruit
many secondary education majors as well. The (SEA) looks at
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Issues that relate to beginning
teacher* and also provides In
formation to aid future teachers.
T.ist roles that the (SEA) has
played at Longwood Include:
participating In Civility Week
activities last spring, they made
banners for the Individual
classrooms at the Elementary
School Annex In Farmvllle. they
offered tutoring sessions by
Longwood students afterschool
for Prince Edward County
students and have also provided
numerous programs dealing
with the topic of education for
elementary and secondary
majors.
The (SEA) officers from Long
wood attended a Leader Meet
Conference In Lynchburg. Virginia, on September 13-15.
While at this conference, chap
ters from all over Virginia met to
be trained for particular offices
such as President and Vice
President by the Virginia Education Association.
Dr. Cooper Is looking forward
to a successful school year and
encourages all education majors
to become Involved In SEA. For
more Information, contact Dr.
Carolyn Cooper at 395 2341 or
Wynne Room 105A

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

EARN FABULOUS
FREE
SPRING HREAK VACATION whlle meeting new people and
earning cash. Work at your own
pace. Energetic, highly mot I
vated outgoing Individuals
needed. Call Bob at Campus
Holidays 1 800 627-4791 be
tween 5 p.m. 10 p.m. CST.

MOVIES — 99*: VCRs. $10.45
wkly.; No membership: John's
Video Ctr.. 392 4106

COLLEGE REP WANTED — to
distribute "Student Rate" subscription cards at this campus.
Good Income. For Information
and application write to: Colle
giate Marketing Services. P. O.
Box 1436. Mooresvllle. NC
28115.
WANTED: "Coppertone Spring
Break Trip" student representa
tlve to promote trips to Cancun.
Nassau. Barbados. Jamaica.
Daytona and Orlando. Best
programs available Any
where...earn cash, free trips,
plus more. Call for more infor
matlon 1-800 222-4432 (9:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m.).

PERSONAL
To the Doctor. Messenger.
DonaldbaJn and Sollder 3. It was
the candle that made her do It.

Do something good,
Feel something real.
from now on in Amenco, ony definition of o successful life must include serving olfiers.
lb find out now you ccn Wp in your community, coll I [tiffi] 677-5515.

O POINTS OF LIGHT
FOUNDATION

tA'mm^M ^J>

SOUTHGATE
SHOPPING CENTER
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

v
T&Fm^
^w

23901

(804)392-1804

OPEN MON THRU SATURDAY 10 AM - MIDNITE;
SUNDAY 1 PM-MIDNITE

DELIVERY MONDAY-FRIDAY 1PM -10 PM

RAISE $500..,$ 1000...S 1500

FOOL

MONDAYS
TUESDAYS
WEDNESDAYS
THURSDAYS

DOUBLES DART TOURNAMENT
STUDENT GROUP HOSTS
SINGLES DART TOURNAMENT
LIVE MUSIC (STUDENT GROUP HOSTS)

Best Beverage Specials In Town Every Day!

RAISING

'GREAT AMERICAN DECK1
Coming Soon!

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization

IIWll/Til r NO INVHTMINT HOUIII0!
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

Dos
Passos
(continued from pg. 1)
who portrays a Bible quoting
grandfather In a long-running
television soap opera, and the
trauma the actor experiences
when the grandfalher character
• lies."
Critics have praised Wolwode
lor his "perfect descriptions, not
a detail astray..." for "language
of pure, cleanly wrought
beauty." for his ability to recreate the past, and for
keenness of observation and
Insight
into
the
in
lerrelatlonshlps of time and
plan and character."
The author himself said. "If 1
were to pick out one quality to
(-haructrrtze my writing. It would
be Immediacy.' I like to make
Ihe reader feel tactilely if I
can...and I write with a great
deal of body English." Wolwodes
writing career began when he
was 15. with his poems appear
log often In a weekly newspaper,
he attended the University of
Illinois at Urbana Champaign,
while working at a television
■tattoo and writing as much as

Good news for
people who shop.
WOT TftAW»t«A»U

poaribla.
In 1064, Wolwode went lo
New York City. His poems and
stories s(K>n began appearing
regularly In The New Yorker.

Harpm ■, Atlantic Monthly.

McCalft, and others
Wolwode was writer In resl
dene* at Ihe University of Wls
consin In 1973 74. and
professor and director of the
Writing program at the BtatC
University of New York at

Binghamton from 1963 to 1068
Me has presented papers.
Conducted workshops, and given
readings
al
Colleges,
universities, and conference!
throughout the r s and In
Canada
Me received Ihe lit lion award
limn (he American Academy and
National Institute <>t Aria and
Letters in uiHO, the Cornerstone
iicst Book "i the Y< ai Award In
1083 lor Poppa .John, and
several others. In 1076, the
Association of American Pub
Ushers chose Beyond Hi. Bad
room Wall as "Distinguished
Book of Five Years
for
presentation to the While House
Library.
lYevlous winners of the John
Dos Passos Prize. In addition to
Paule Marshall, are e.iaham
Greene. Gilbert Borrsntino,
Doris Uetls. Robert Stone. Rua
sell Hanks. Tom Wolfe. John
«r Wldeman. Ire Smith, and
Shelby Foole.

B

Now you can use the Card for everything
the Campus Bookstore sells.
Now it's easier than ever to pick up Plato, discover Proust, or even show your
colors with a new campus sweatshirt. Just pay for whatever you need at the
bookstore with the American Express' Card.'

No American Express Card? No problem.
lb become.i ( ardmember |usi complete and return one or the American Express
student Applications available ai the bookstore. Once you're approved, you can
enjoy added student Card privileges like discounted roundtrip airfares on
Continental Airlines and great new long-distance savings with MCI. ^^
so shop your bookstore today From classic hooks to classic wear,
the news is von can use the Card for everything you buy
KBi Cards

Longwtxxl College Bookstore

Ruffner Building
Stort hourt Monday-Friday, 9:00 am -5:00 p.m.

Your Best Phut to Shop!
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NATIONAL NEWS
Delta Sigma Pi - Most
Guide For
Campus
Outstanding Chapter
Environmentalists
(CPS) — If you're Interested In
saving the Earth, you can start
by saving your campus. So says
the first environmental guidebook ever written by students
for students.
"The Student Environmental
Action Guide" will be published
In September by the Student
Environmental Action Coalition
(SEAC). the largest student
environmental group In the
country.
The 96-page book, packed
with practical "how to" Information, lists of resources and tips
like how to give an "eco party"
(bring your own cup), draws on
the research of environmentalists across the country. Including members of the Natural Resources Defense Council.
Greenpeace and the Environmental Defense Fund.
The pocket-size
guide,
printed on recycled paper, also
contains stories about successful environmental efforts on
the nation's campuses. For Instance, students at James
Madison University bought ceramic mugs to help reduce ells
posable waste on campus.
Three-quarters of the 10.000
students purchased mugs. In
another story. Mount Holyoke
College students saved $4500
during an energy-saving
competition between
dormitories.
"Schools use large amounts of
energy and generate large
amounts of waste." says Chris
Fox. one of SEAC's coordinators.

"The lessons we learn from
making changes on campus Is
the first step In making other
changes in the world."
The environment, according
to the American Council on Ed
ucation. Is the number one issue
among Incoming college
freshmen SEAC. founded in
1988. is the largest student
environmental organization in
the country, with members in
1500 campuses In 50 states.
The guide willbe published by
Earth Works Press in Berkeley.
Calif., the publishing arm of
Earth Works Group, an organ!
zation of writers involved in environmental activism. Another
publication by Earth Works
Press. 50 Simple Things You
Can Do to Save the Earth." was
among 1990s top best sellers in
college bookstores.

Longwood College's chapter of
Delta Sigma Pi. an international
professional business fraternity,
won several top awards at the
38th Grand Chapter Congress
recently in Washington. DC.
For the fifth consecutive year.
Longwood's Kappa Nu chapter
was named the Most Outstanding Chapter in the South Central
Region. The chapter also won
the South Central Regions
Community Service Award for
the second year.
The South Central Region of
Delta Sigma PI includes colleges
and universities In Virginia.
North Carolina and Tennessee.
On the national level. Longwoods chapter attained Chapter
Efficiency Index Honor Roll
status for the sixth consecutive
year. To receive this honor, a
chapter must earn 100.000
points during the academic year
for their professional program,
community service activities,
finances, scholarship, membership, and chapter management.
This year, only 16 of 170 active Delta Sigma PI chapters in
the nation achieved Honor Roll
status.
Kristine Harbour, assistant
professor of accounting and adviser to Longwood s chapter, was
recognized as the South Central
Region's Advisor of the Year and
then chosen as the National
Chapter Advisor of the Year by
Delta Sigma Pi's National Executive Committee.
Ms. Harbour also received the
national chapter advisor award
three years ago. at which time
she was the first woman to be so
honored.

Education
Officials Crack
Down On Loan
Defaults
By JARET SEIBERG
CPS WashlngtonCorrespondent
WASHINGTON (CPS) —
Thousands of students who
planned to attend classes this
fall discovered that they are Ineligible for federally guaranteed
loans because of their schools'
high default rates.
The students are the unintended victims of a new Depart
ment of EducaUon policy aimed
at reducing loan defaults that
will cost taxpayers $3 billion
this year. The rule bars schools
with high loan default rates
from the Stafford, Supplemental
Loans for Students and PLUS
loan programs.
"These actions are another
step In the department's ongoing plan to restore Integrity
and public confidence In the
student financial aid programs."
said Michael J. Farrell. acting
assistant secretary for postsecondary education.
The policy — which became
law as part of the 1990 budget
deficit reduction agreement —
affects students at 225 Institutions, most of which are forproflt trade schools.
Some of these for-proflt
schools have been accused of
bilking the government out of
millions of dollars by arranging
loans for low-Income students
attending their Institutions. Ac
cording to federal officials,
these students leave the schools
without a usable education.
Then they default on the payments because they can't earn
enough to repay the loans.
The Department of EducaUon
began proceedings July 17 to
bar the 225 schools from the
loan programs. More than
542.000 students failed to make
payments on their loans In fiscal 1989.
Instltulons with default rates
above 35 percent In 1987. 1988

Bad student loans
Number of defaulted student
loans, by school type:

1987:
418,000

Public

4-year. 51,000
2-year:
52,000
4-year:
36,000
2-year:
7,000

1989:

PubHc

542,000

f^year: 43,000
year: 36,500

SOURCE Education D*partm«nt
KRTN Inlogrtphics

and 1989 and those with 1989
default rates above 60 percent
will be expelled from the Guar
anteed Student Loan program,
the biggest flnaneer of higher
education In the nation, unless
they can show that the calcu
lated default rate Is Inaccurate,
that the school successfully
serves dlsadvantaged students,
or that the default rate had
dropped substantially In 1988
and 1989.
Schools with rates above 60
percent In 1989 also may be ex
eluded from other financial aid
programs, including Pell grants.
The expulsions will occur within
the next several months.
Most nonprofit colleges have
default rates below 5 percent.
A national student lobbying
group says It fears President

At the Grand Chapter
Congress. Ms. Harbour conducted a seminar for the Officer
Training School and led the
Chapter Advisors Seminar. For
the past two years, she has been
vice chair of the National Advisor
Development Committee and Is
head of the committee to rewrite
the national Manual Jor Chapter
Advisors.

Tammy Warren, a business
major from Falls Church, was
Longwood s student delegate to
the Congress.
The Kappa Nu chapter of
Delta Sigma PI has 26 student
members and 11 faculty
members.

"We have lost that battle and
the department Is using a simple test of default rates." he said.
Farrell has said that expulsions, combined with greater
monitoring and oversight
activities, are the best way to
reign In the default problem.
But Dong says the default
problem wouldn't exist if the de
partment gave more grants to
low income students Instead of
requiring them to borrow
money.
"The federal government
should Just accept that they
have a certain level of default
when they take a risk, but It's
worth the risk to put a low-Income student through school."
Dong said.

Lancaster
(continued from pg. l)
Department with the old reserve
room being transformed into a
community board room and the
old reference room being con
verted Into an amphitheater for
classes. In addition, six new
I l.issrooms will be constructed,
consisting of three general
classrooms, one computer
classroom.
one
media
( l.issroom. and a model
classroom to show education
majors how to construct their
own classrooms in the future.
The third floor would host
faculty offices. Including one for
the Dean of The Department of
Education, and another for the

regional representative for the
State Department of Education
The Education Department's
current home. The Wynne
Building, would then be taken
over by the Athletic Department
with renovatons planned for the
future. In addition, the extra
space In French. Tabb. and
South KuITer will be converted
from administrative offices back
to residence rooms. According to
Ms. Atkins, the renovations at
Longwood are all necessary
since the student population has
grown considerably and we are
"now Just starting to feel the

crunch."

r

BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMPANY, ASK FOR
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.

■

Bush will try to expand the total
expulsion from federal aid programs to students at all high
default schools.
Selena Dong, legislative director of the United States Student Association, said USSA
opposes the current policy and
plans to fight any Bush admin
1st ration plan to expand It to
other aid programs.
"We agree that something has
to be done about schools that
are fraudulent." Dong said. "But
It doesn't make any sense to
punish current students for the
default rates of past students."
Dong said the Bush admlnls
tratlon has forgotten the 90
percent of students who repay
their loans.
"It Is true that students are
being unfairly punished for
something they have no control
over." said Charles B. Saunders.
senior vice president for gov
ernmental affairs at the American Council on Education.
Saunders said the council
has always argued for a more
flexible expulsion system that
can target mismanaged schools.
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2,200 nationwide, that received these
highest mat ks

You put more than jnsl your savings
into ,i retirement company. You pui
in your trust and hopes fot the future,
too. So before you i noose one, ask iome
questions. 1low itsblc it the t ompam. '
llou lolid are its investments? How sound
is its o\ei.ill Im.iii. i.il health?
A good place to start looking t«»i answers
is in the ratings ol independent analysts
Three < ompanies, all w idel) re< ognized
resources for finding out how itroi
financial services company reallj is, gave
TIAA their top grade,

t REE I Ol R MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.
For I ui I her growth potential and dnersi
in at ion. there's the CREF variable annuity
with lour different investment at eounts to

give you the flexibility you want as you
save lot the future.
together, TIAA and CREF Form the
nation's largest private retirement system,
u nli o\ ei $95 billion in ssseti ^KA more
than 70years ol experience serving the
id in at ion community For over one million
people nationwide, the only letters to

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
IS LETTER-PERFECT.
TIAA received \ + from A M Best Co
A A \ from Standard ft Poor's and Aaa
from .Woody s Investoi ■ Set vice I hese
ratings reflect riAA's reliable claims paving
ability, exceptional Imam ial strength,
superiot investment perfoi mam e, and low
expenses. With Itsguat anteed rate ol return
and opportunity lor dividends, I lAn is

remember are I I \A (Nil

r

SEND NOW I OR A FREE
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,
ludiiu .i y..i.// Ht !'<■>' on 11A \ invtstmtnti
riNiponla II V\ I Ml I Dtp <^<. .
;n I KM.I tvcnm New York.NY 10017 Oi ...II
1800-K-I2 MM. E»i 8016
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."
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COLD SUBS

HOHIt WMliT 0*

HUM

HMD

For TWICE the meat, just say "Super" ...add ...
BMT (ham, genoa salami, pepperom, bologna)
SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef, turkey, ham)
SPICY ITALIAN (genoa salami, pepperom)
COLD CUT COMBO (ham salami, bologna ■ all turkey based)
BBQ CHICKEN
TUNA
SEAFOOD & CRAB
BBQ PORK
HAM ft CHEESE
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY BREAST
TURKEY ft BACON DELUXE
VEGGIE
HOHir WHIAt OK
Italian HI40

1.00
2.99
2.99
2.79
1.89
3.29
2.79
3.49
2.79
2.89
2.89
2.89
3.29
1.89

2.00
4.29
4.49
3.89
3.29
4.89
4.29
4.99
4.29
4.29
4.29
4.29
4.89
2.99

1.99
3.09
2.99
3.39
.50

HIMJW.II/ UlIUUA

Hut On Requtit

j 50 tf OFF
I
I

ANY
6"SUB

j

OK

j$1.00 OFF
ANY

|

Green Peppert • Olivet • tall • Pepper • Oil
Mallard • Moyonnaitt • Hoi Peppetl • Vlneomr

3.49
4.59
4.29
5.69
1.00

FOOTLONG
SUB!

I Qood st psrlitipsling
stores only.)

.suBujnv*
I .pires 12/31/91

I

HOT SUBS

MF.ATBALL
(Limited Time: Specisl 6"
STEAK ft CHEESE (100% sirloin)
PIZZA SUB
RIB-B-Q (Our recommended choice)
Add Bacon...

■COUPON-

J

.SUBWfiV
308 S. MAIN ST.
FARMVILLE, VA.
PHONE 392-8868

TW. 0*»-«J-

The Rotunda September 16, 1991

Hampden-Sydney had 14
shots to Longwood s 10. but was
unable to score against a defense led by all-Southside ClasTrojans2-] In overtime Sunday.
Junior Byron Edwards scored
for the Lancers on an assist from
i Mark Wolcott to provide
the margin of victory over
Catholic Saturday. It was Edwards' fourth goal of the season
and Wulcoli's third assist.
Sunday, the Lancers had a
tough fight with neighboring
Hampden-Sydney. The Tigers,
now 3 2. dominated play in the
first half which ended 0-0. Five
minutes Into the second period
Longwood sophomore Kevin
Carey rifled In a shot from about
30 yards out to put the Lancers
on top 1-0. After the Tigers
missed a penally kick. Ted Doran converted a penalty shot for
I-ongwood, sealing the issue.

sic performers Pat Temple. Jeff
Chewnlng and Jason Casano.
Temple, a senior back, was
named MVP Defender for the
second straight year, and allClassic for the third year In a
row. Chewnlng. a senior goalkeeper, lowered his goals against
average to 0.86 with the two
shutouts. He had 14 saves In
the two games. Casano, a Junior
who plays back, was also a force
for the Lancers.
Named to the all Southside
Classic team for Hampden-Sydney were back Dave Sommardahl, midfielder Howard Dale
and Jonathan Thayer. the MVPForward.
Longwood. 20-4 In the Southside Classic since It began In
1980. has not lost since a 4-0
setback to Slippery Rock In the
1984 event. The Lancers are 140 since '84.

Bryon Edwards scores for the only goal In Longwood's 10 victory over Catholic University in the Southside Soccer
Classic.

Intramurals
By JOHN E. POX
The first event of the year for
Intramural and Campus Recreation was 2 on 2 Volleyball. Par
tlclpatlon In the tournament was
enormous. It started on Friday.
August 30. and the tournament
ended on Sunday. September 1.
The final game was very close
but the winners this year were
Scott Gllsson and Paul Parker
for the men and Ana Litton and

Tena Phllback for the women's
division.
The past weekend was also
big. The tournament was co-ed
softball. The turnout was so
large they had to make the tournament single elimination. The
tournament went smoothly and
the "Turn Twos" won the
tournament on Saturday. The
people who were on the winning
team are as follows: Mark Blbee
Mark Ferguson. Brent Duffleld.
Lelghton Carter. Steve Blood.

Letter From The Sports Editor
This is an open letter to the
students of Longwood College.
We need to open our eyes and
ears to see what good things we
have going for us here. Use of
Her Field. Lancer Cym. racquet
ball courts, weight room, and
LoagWOOd Golf Course, to name
a few.
The golf course Is one which I
would like to address and make
known to the campus a big
problem that many may be
unaware of or do not realize Is
going on. The problem is this:
Longwood students have a bad
reputation Ol going to the course
and causing chaos while playing
at the course. Such chaos is
tearing up greens and fairways
to no md ami driving goU i.ut-.
Into anything and everything
possible and not doing anything
to fix what they have done.
Those are Just a few examples.
Many more exM
Now. you may be asking
yourself. "How does Mr. S|v>rts
BdltM know about this?" or
"Who does he think he Is telling
us that such a problem exists?"
Well. I have proof. I worked HUM
this summer thru the first oj
September, and I saw flisthand
what happens there as well as
heard i oinplalnts from members
of the course.
What, members of the
Longwood Golf Course? Yes.
l-ongwood has members like any
other golf course across the U.S.
They pay good money to play on
this course. And to hear them
talk about the LC students madt
me think.
They believe most of the
students playing are hellions
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Longwood Continues Winning Streak
At Southside Classic
Led by a strong showing on
defense, Longwood notched a
pair of shutout vie lories In the
12th Southside Soccer Cl
over the weekend, running Its
win streak to 14 straight In the
event.
Ranked 20th In Division II
last week. Longwood beat
Catholic 1-0 Saturday and
Ilampden Sydney 2-0 Sunday
for a 4 1 season record.
The I-anrers also beat Marymount 3-2 on the road last
Wednesday, and are 2 0 In the
Virginia Intercollegiate Soccer
Association Eastern Division.
Longwood hosts Christopher
Newport Wednesday at 3:30 In a
key early season VISA Eastern
Division matchup.
In other games from the
Southside Classic, HampdenSydney beat Mount Olive 4-0
Saturday and Catholic edged the

I — -it *

who do not care about anything.
And to watch some of the students play golf (If you want to
call It that) with reckless abandon. It bothered me to see students coming out to the course
Just to get drunk and rip the
course to shreds. Mind you. not
every student at Longwood does
this. But It only takes a few to
spoil It for the rest of us who
enjoy playing golf for the pleasure of the game.
Bobby Baldwin and Allen Witt
(and myself Included) put too
much time and effort In to the
course to see It beat up by a few
Irresponsible students, and then
see the college students given a
stigma because of the few
Involved.
I hope the people who do
such things realize that It ends
up costing all of us because a
percentage of the activity fee we
goes to the golf course. If
people keep tearing It up It will
cost more to keep It in good
condition.
Keep in mind that with that
activity fee you can play as
much golf as you would like any
time you like I do not know of a
better deal than that. So
remember we have something
good going here with the golf
course, and that maybe the next
time you go and play you will
remember this letter and treat
the golf course accordingly.
It's the only one we have, and
so let's show the responsibility
that should be In all of us at this
stage In our lives. We are In
college now and the golf course
in NOT Romper Room. It Is a golf
course, let s treat it that way.
Charlie Fultz
Sports Editor

Ladv Golfers Take
Tina Barrett
Tourney
both days. Senior co-captain
Celling contributions from
the entire top five. Longwood's
women's golf team won the 15lh
Tina Barrett-Longwood Tournament Saturday and Sunday at
Longwood Golf Course, shooting
310-315-625 to beat second
place Methodist (635) by 10
strokes.
The 625 team score for 36
holes was the second best mark
ever for a Longwood team. The
school record is 608 set by the
1986 squad in the Penn State
Lady Lion Tournament.
Lady Lancer 36-hole scores
ranged from 154 to 161 with the
whole team playing consistently

hockey team closed out Its first
week of play with a tough 2-1
loss at the hands of Southwest
Missouri State In Richmond last
Friday afternoon. The loss
dropped coach Sandy Bridgeman's NCAA Division II squad to
0-3 after one week of intercollegiate action against Division I
opponents.
The Lady Lancers had a
chance to win the Southwest
Missouri game, dropping a close
decision after being knotted 1-1
at halftlme. The Lady Bears
netted a second half goal to gain
the win. Longwood senior Lara
Clnl Just missed a game-tying
goal with a shot bouncing off the
post.
Senior Carver Ports scored
Longwood's lone goal in the
contest on a penalty stroke early
in the first half. Scoring goals for
SWMS were Ann Wehrman and
JoAnne Morgenroth. Longwood
freshman goalkeeper Sara
Hogan had 11 saves.
Following a season-opening
8-2 defeat to the University of
Richmond last Monday, the Lady
Lancers traveled to Richmond
Wednesday for a night game
with Virginia Commonwealth
University. Playing under the
lights and on astroturf. Longwood suffered an 8-2 loss to
VCU. although trailing Just 2-0
at the Intermission

played contributed a score (top
four scores count) at least one of
the two days. We played well on
the back nine both days."
Also playing for Longwood as
Individuals were freshmen
Michelle Ziats who shot 91-92183 to finish 22nd and
Stephanie Kraska 102-106-208
for 27th place. Sophomore Nlkkl
Bone had a first round 90 before
withdrawing because of Illness.
Coach Smith expects Bone to
contribute to the team later In
the season.
Longwood won't play again
until the Duke University Tournament Oct. 4-6 in Durham.
N.C.

Temple & Schonauer Women's Tennis
Share Player of the
Shuts Out
Mary Baldwin
Week Honors
A pair of Longwood seniors,
soccer player Pat Temple, and
golfer Ami Schonauer sparked
their teams to victory over the
weekend, and have been named
co Longwood College Players
of the Week for the period Sept.
8-15. Player of the Week Is chosen by the Longwood sports Information office.
Temple, a 5-8 160-pound
back, was named MVP Defender
In the Southside Soccer Classic
for the second year In a row. after pacing a Lancer defense
which notched two shutouts
over the weekend. Longwood
shutout Catholic 1-0 Saturday
and Hampden-Sydney 2-0 Sunday to run its win streak in the
Southside event to 14-0 over the
past seven years. The Lancers
are 20-4 In the Classic since It
began in 1980.
Also an all Classic choice In
1989. Temple played brilliantly
on defense for the Lancers both
days as Longwood moved Its
season record to 4-1. A graduate
of Mlllvllle High School, he's majoring in business marketing at
Longwood.
Schonauer a co-captain for
the second year, won a playoff

for second placj as the Lady
Lancers finished first In the 15lh
Tina Barrett-Longwood Tournament over the weekend at Longwood Golf Course. Schonauer
shot
75 79-154
to
tie
Methodist's Elizabeth Horton for
second in the Individual race.
She beat Horton In a playoff to
win second place outright.
Longwood, winning the tour
liey for the second year In a row.
shot 310-315-625 to beat second place Methodist (635) by 10
strokes. Schonauer rallied on
the back nine both days to post
strong scores. She had a 40-3575 Saturday as Longwood took
the lead for good. Sunday she
had a 43 on the front nine, but
came back with a 36 for a 79 total.
Schonauer has earned National Golf Coaches Association
Division II All America honors
twice and qualified for the NCAA
Tournament three times. A twotime nominee for the Honda
Award for golf, she had a team
best stroke average of 80.7 last
year. A graduate of William Penn
High School, she Is an elementary education major at Longwood.

AMI SCHONAUER

PAT TEMPLE

Heather Leach. Tammi Miller,
Jan Phillips. Pam Fltgerald.
Anne Swartchlck. Angle Sullivan, and Jerry Acheson.
The events which will be
coming up are as follows:
3 on 3 Basketball M/W - Entry Blanks due: 9/17 91
Women's Flag Football - Entry Blanks due: 9/24/91
Weekend events are as follows:
Co ed 4 on 4 Volleyball - Entry Blanks due: 9/19/91
Golf M/W - Entry Blanks
due: 9/26/91

Field Hockey
Team Suffers
Tough 2-1
Loss to SW
Missouri St
The Longwood College field

Ami Schonauer led the way with
a 75-79 154. She won a playoff
for second place.
Longwood freshmen Charlalne Coetzee was fourth at 7977-156; freshman Brenda
Campbell-Harris was sixth at
76 83-159, Junior Anna Radford
tied for seventh at 80 80-160and senior Sherry Evans tied for
ninth at 82-79 161.
Winner of the Individual race
was Methodist's Allyson Greer
who shot 77-72-149.
I'm very pleased with the
overall performance of the
team." said Longwood coach
Barbara Smith. "All five who

Longwood got its fall season
in women's tennis off to a successful start Friday, blanking
visiting Mary Baldwin 9-0 at the
Lancer Hall Courts.
Benefltting from forfeits at
number five and six singles and
number three doubles. Longwood also won four singles
matches and two doubles. Mary
Baldwin, because of injury and
illness, brought Just four players
to Farmvtlle Friday.
Winners for Longwood In
straight sets were Jenny Holm at
No. 1. Suzle Lawman at No. 2.
Melanle Saunders at No. 3 and
Klmber Bear at No. 4. In doubles
Holm and Lawman were winners
at No. 1 and Saunders teamed
with Heather Leach to take No.
2.
Longwood is scheduled to
host Meredith Tuesday at 3 p.m.
and Lynchburg Friday at 2:30
p.m.

FARMVILLE

m.
CENTER

MINI-GOLF * BATTING
CAGES * GAME ROOM *
CONFERENCE ROOM
Group and Club Discounts Available!
W. 3rd Street * Route 460 Business
Farmville, Virginia 392-1644
Catch the BUS - we're light on the Blue Line!

COLLEGE
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS!!
$1 OFF WITH
I.D.

FALL HOURS
M-Th. 3 PM to 11PM
Fri. 12PM to 12AM
Sat. 9AM to 12AM
Sun. 12PM to 9PM

